Prescribed Grazing (528)
Inventory & Producer Interview Worksheet
Completing this worksheet will provide you with the information you need to complete the DE-Graz
components of a grazing plan. This worksheet itself is not part of the producer’s grazing plan.
The final grazing plan for the producer must contain all the following documents:
1. Completed Grazing Narrative spreadsheet from DE-Graz
2. Completed Forage-Animal Balance spreadsheet from DE-Graz
3. Completed Pasture Condition Scores spreadsheet from DE-Graz
4. Prescribed Grazing Recordkeeping Worksheet from DE-Graz
5. Conservation plan map
6. Soils map with map unit descriptions

Producer:

Planner:

Address:
Home phone:

Mobile phone:

County:

Region: Piedmont / Coastal Plain

Brief description of the forage-livestock operation:

(Describe forages grown and what they are used for [grazing, selling hay]. Describe livestock raised and what they are fed
[pasture, hay, purchased feed]. Describe current grazing system [intensity, frequency of rotations, length of grazing season].)
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Resource concerns & enhancement opportunities:

(Describe conservation practices planned or proposed and what the issues are that make those practices beneficial.)

Producer’s goals & objectives:

(Describe producer’s long-term goals and the specific, measurable objectives they are pursuing to achieve those goals.)

Contingency plan:

(Describe the producer’s plan for dealing with emergencies including how they will obtain supplemental feed.)

Evaluate each pasture field using the Delaware Pasture Condition Score Worksheet.
Obtain the most recent soil tests (for pH, phosphorus, potassium) from the producer.
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For the Forage-Animal Balance spreadsheet in DE-Graz, you will be entering data for a specific scenario.
Most often you will be using the producer’s current situation (in terms of pasture forages, acreage;
livestock types, weights and numbers). If another scenario is more likely to represent the producer’s
grazing system, use that data. For example, if the producer is planning to convert cropland to pasture,
then you would enter numbers for that expected increase in pasture acreage. Understanding the
producer’s current situation and their goals and objectives will help you select a scenario for which to
enter data. There is nothing wrong with creating a Forage-Animal Balance spreadsheet for multiple
scenarios.
Scenario for which the grazing plan is being written:

Field ID
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FORAGE DATA for Forage-Animal Balance Spreadsheet in DE-Graz
Acres of
How often will producer rotate from one
Forage(s)
that forage
paddock to another? (in days)
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Herd
ID

LIVESTOCK DATA for Forage-Animal Balance Spreadsheet in DE-Graz
Number of
Average weight Grazing Grazing
Livestock type:
that livestock
for that
start
end
mature females, mature males, replacement
females*, poultry, stockers*, swine
type
livestock type month month

* “Replacement females” are young female livestock being raised to become mature breeding females.
“Stockers” are young livestock being raised for sale/slaughter.
PRACTICE & FACILITY IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE for Grazing Narrative in DE-Graz **
Practice Code & Name
Comments/Notes
Date to be
Implemented

** List practices that are directly related to grazing or located on pasture.
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